A new ear recognition approach, including a feature extraction method and the recognition framework, is presented in this paper. The proposed feature extraction method, called the Local Similarity Binary Pattern (LSBP), considers both the connectivity and similarity information in representation. In ear recognition, LSBP is combined with the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) to represent the ear image. The concatenated histogram sequences encode more relationships among neighborhoods that are shown to be discriminative. To enhance efficient representation, Cellular Neural Network is adopted to preprocess images, the function of which is to eliminate irrelevant information. From the experimental results conducted on the USTB ear database, the proposed approach outperforms some other well-known methods in terms of the recognition rate.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, ear has been gradually considered as a biometric identifier. Related research involves 2D ear recognition, 3D ear recognition, ear-print recognition and so on. Although many approaches have been proposed, the 2D ear recognition remains challengeable in real application. Some widely used methods in pattern recognition have been applied to the 2D ear recognition. One of the representative methods is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for ear recognition [1] . However, better recognition performance could be achieved under limited conditions because of the inherent shortages of PCA. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and kernel methods were also introduced. But the problem of generalized eigenvalue with LDA has not been well solved [2] . As most of the previous methods adopted are feature-based (structural) matching methods, the recognition performance is easily affected by irrelevant information [3] [4] [5] . Besides, the methods based on statistical learning theory may confront the generalization problem.
In pattern recognition, the key task is to explore discriminative information and extract features accordingly. As we know, ear-print is a special and prominent characteristic of the ear. The ear skeleton and ear shape contribute a lot to the recognition, which can be embodied by the connectivity and similarity information. Therefore, we take the connectivity and similarity of intensity into consideration to represent the ear image. Given this representation method, the recognition is local matching rather than statistical learning theory based.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the new feature extraction method for ear recognition is described. In Section 3, we put forward the framework of the ear representation. Experiments are also reported in this section. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
EAR REPRESENTATION WITH LOCAL SIMILARITY BINARY PATTERN

Local Similarity Binary Pattern
Local Binary Pattern is an effective feature extraction method in pattern recognition. The original LBP operator was introduced for texture classification [6] and demonstrated to be a powerful texture descriptor. The operator labels pixels by thresholding n n × neighborhoods with the center value. The result is recorded as a binary number and the histogram of the labels is considered as a texture descriptor. Later, LBP was extended to face recognition with some modifications [7] . The operator still labels pixels by thresholding n n × neighborhoods with the center value. The result is recorded as a binary number and the histogram of the uniform patterns, instead of the labels, is considered as a descriptor. As LBP captures the shape and texture information in representation, it is sensitive to high frequency components.
Considering the characteristics of the ear image, the proposed feature extraction method put an emphasis on the connectivity and similarity information. As previous work, we use the notation (P, R) for neighborhoods. The operator labels pixels by comparing the neighborhoods with the
is the label of the n th neighborhood and it follows the rules:
is defined as:
Where n g is the value of the n th neighborhood, 0 g is the value of the center pixel and g is the mean value of the n n × neighborhoods. The neighborhoods that have the same value as the center value are labeled to 1. If there is no such pixels, neighborhoods with the closest value are labeled to 1. Figure 1 is an illustration of the LSBP operator in this case. The minimum difference between the neighborhoods and the center value is 1, therefore, 6 and 8 are the closer values. To determine the closest value, mean value g is calculated and compared with the closer values. Because 6 is closer to g than 8, it is considered to be the closest value and labeled to 1. This feature extraction method is called the Local Similarity Binary Pattern (LSBP). Figure 2 gives some examples of the circular (8,1) neighborhoods and their corresponding binary numbers. The neighborhoods in gray are equal or closest to the center value. In this way, each pixel is recorded as a binary number and the histogram of the uniform patterns is an ear descriptor. 
Preprocessing with the Cellular Neural Network
Different from the texture analysis and fingerprint recognition, to which the local connectivity contributes a lot, holistic connectivity and similarity play a more significant role in ear recognition. Therefore, the Cellular Neural Network (CNN) is utilized to preprocess ear images for holistic feature extraction. The function of the CNN is to eliminate irrelevant information and retain useful information. It can highlight the ear skeleton and ear shape. To realize the expected functions, the Global Task and Local Rules are described as follows.
The Global Task: 1) Given: A static grayscale image P . Figure 3 shows some ear images from the database and images processed by the CNN. From the processed images, we can see that some unfavorable information obvious in the original images disappears, but the skeleton and shape are more obvious.
EXPERIMENTS
LSBP histogram captures the information of connectivity and similarity, such as lines and connective area; while LBP feature vector contains information about distribution, such as edges, spots and flat areas [7] . Considering their superiorities, two features are both adopted in ear recognition. In addition, to enhance efficient representation, histograms not only encode local information but also spatial information by image decomposition. As local matching approaches, LBP and LSBP have relation with the parameters, that is, the feature dimension and recognition rate are dependent on the parameters. Therefore, we analysis the recognition rates for LBP operators as a function of the window numbers. The experiment is conducted on a subset (40 subjects) of the USTB ear database that contains 308 images of 77 subjects [5] . These images are taken under 3 viewing conditions (azimuth { } 30 , 0 , 30 − ∈ α ) and different illumination conditions. The original images, with a resolution of 400 300 × , are cropped to grayscale images with a resolution of 360 270 × . Samples of two subjects are shown in figure 4 . In this experiment, three images of a subject are taken as the training set and the remaining one serves as the testing set. The classifier is the simplest classification scheme: nearest neighbor classifier in the image space, with the Chi square statistics as the similarity measure. The mean recognition rates of the LBP operators ( ) As illustrated in figure 5 , the recognition performance can be improved by image decomposition. Therefore, in the experiment, we decompose images into 3 3× windows and select the operator (16, 2). In ear recognition, the original images and processed images are decomposed into regions from which LBP features and LSBP features are extracted respectively. The spatially enhanced histogram is defined as the combination of these two kinds of features. In this way, the textures of ear regions are locally encoded by micropatterns and the shape is recovered by the construction of the ear feature histogram. The framework of the ear image representation is illustrated in figure 6 .
To validate the proposed method, it is compared with some other methods: Principal components analysis (PCA) [1] , Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) [2] , Independent components analysis (ICA) [9] , geometric approach [3] , rotation invariant descriptor [4] , improved non-negative matrix factorization with sparseness constraints (INMFSC) [10] and Local binary pattern [7] . The recognition rates (in %) are listed in Table 1 . In these experiments, the training set consists of three random images from each subject and the remaining images serve as the testing set. 
CONCLUSIONS
We present a novel approach, including the feature extraction method and the recognition framework, for ear recognition. As in other biometrics, ear images are considered as a composition of micro-patterns that can be well described by local matching approaches. Because of the special characteristics of ear images, the connectivity and similarity of intensity plays a significant role in recognition, which can be encoded by the proposed Local Similarity Binary Pattern. Benefit from its combination with the LBP, the final representation contains the information of both the distribution and connectivity. Moreover, original images and processed images are decomposed into regions, from which features are extracted. Therefore, the global feature histogram they construct represents not only the statistics of micro-patterns but also the spatial locations. From the experimental results, this approach outperforms some other well-known methods under the variations of view point and illumination.
